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The principle of Fair Recruitment is promoted by many actors worldwide, spearheaded by the  

ILO´s Fair Recruitment Initiative.  

However, we observe that recruitment of migrant workers into Germany is in many cases 

problematic, bringing workers in a vulnerable position and into highly exploitative working 

conditions or even in forced labour. The implementation gap is obvious. 

Our observations and conclusions in this regard are based on the experiences we make offering 

advice to migrant workers in the Berlin and Brandenburg region. We support around 4000 people 

every year, specifically in their claims of labour and social rights (www.bema.berlin and 

www.rightsatwork.de). Our service includes a specialised support of victims of forced labour and 

trafficking into labour exploitation. The services are free of charge, independent of the residence 

status and offered in 12 different languages. Apart of the advisory work, we operate the National 

Service Centre against Labour Exploitation, Forced Labour and Human Trafficking on behalf of the 

Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs (www.servicestelle-gegen-zwangsarbeit.de/en/) . The 

Service Centre operates on a structural level and supports all relevant actors with know-how, 

trainings, studies, network-building activities, etc. in order to improve their efforts against forced 

labour and human trafficking into labour exploitation. 

A considerable number of migrant workers that we assist find their jobs in Germany with the help of 

a recruiter. Recruitment is obviously an important part of international labour migration. Our feeling 

is, that recruitment does not need to be restricted, but rather better regulated and monitored. 

Even if we learn about fraudulent recruitment, we have very limited possibilities to react and to 

assist on an individual level. Especially problematic is the fact that promises made by recruiters are 

not kept and work and working conditions often differ substantially from what has been promised.  

 

 

  

http://www.bema.berlin/
http://www.rightsatwork.de/
https://www.servicestelle-gegen-zwangsarbeit.de/en/
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This is an example from Romania, one of many similar recruitment ads that we come across:  

  

The ad offers work in Germany in the construction sector, especially in the refurbishment of flats. 

Average salary is said to be EUR 2.400. Workers are either employed or working with “Gewerbe”, 

which means self-employed (making a huge difference for the workers!). Working hours are Mon to 

Sat from 8 am to 6 pm. Insurances, bank account and all documents are provided by the employer. 

Accommodation will be provided and is free of charge, same as transportation. And the final 

sentence in red reads: No taxes and commissions will be charged!!! 

 

The reality looks different, according to what we learn from our clients: 

• High placement fees, employees take up debts already in the country of origin in order to 

get the job 
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• Short-term changes in conditions upon arrival in Germany (different job, poor 

accommodation, less money) 

• In case of rejection of the job offered upon arrival, workers are threatened with high penalty 

fees 

• No registration for the social security system is made (health insurance, social security, 

retirement pension scheme), salaries are below minimum wage, wage deductions for 

accommodation and travel (sometimes workers are left without money even for the trip 

home), excessive overtime, documents (incl. passport) kept by employer 

• Isolated or remote accommodation, combined with the lack of local knowledge 

• Working time recording is manipulated by employer and worker has no access to it 

• Workers do not know the names of their employer or company 

 

Fraudulent recruitment can happen in a simple and brutal way: 

• Case 1: Fraudulent intermediaries collect recruitment fees before departure in Ukraine, take 

workers to a bus station in Germany and leave them there on their own, making them 

dependent on the worst offers and irregular jobs (possibly also via the so-called workers' 

line). 

But we also observe very sophisticated "services" for workers, especially within the EU. These 

services obviously only aim at enabling bad working conditions: 

• Case 2: A lorry driver from Lithuania contacted a German employer directly, the employer 

refers him to a Portuguese recruiter, who then organizes the employment with a Portuguese 

company, where the worker then drives goods for the German company he contacted 

initially. 

Recruiters tend to refuse to be held accountable for any problems that arise. This shows the 

following clause from a recruitment contract we came across: 

“The CONTRACTOR is not responsible and not obliged to solve problems related to the date 

of the start of work of the CLIENT, living conditions / change of residence, change of work, 

working conditions / change of working conditions, availability / amount of overtime, other. 

These issues will be resolved directly between the CLIENT and the employer.” 

In order to blur responsibility, we also feel that employment relationship becomes ever less 

transparent, including the recruitment process. Some examples: 

- Who is the recruiter and who the employer? We observe that the intermediaries are often the 

first point of contact for the workers if something goes wrong; many intermediaries also act like 

employers and workers do believe that they are their true employers. Sometimes, companies 

act both as recruiters and employers. For example, some time ago, German meat companies set 

up temporary work agencies in Poland in order to recruit workers for German slaughterhouses, 

which now (after the recent ban on temporary work in the German meat industry) are converted 

into recruitment companies, often under the same name. 

- As information is not provided by the recruiter or employer, it is hard for a worker to find out, 

what status he or she has: Posted, self-employed, Van-der-Elst-Visa, intern, student, 

undocumented? 
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- Chains of subcontractors are often disrupted by the “acquaintance of an acquaintance/friend of 

a friend”, a person that can be found on most construction site. He has a surname and a 

telephone number, but he can´t be identified as a representative of a company. This makes it 

difficult to address any employer in order to claim back wages or other rights. 

 

In order to close the implementation gap of Fair Recruitment, we propose to work on the 

following questions: 

1. Are there any individual claims that can be enforced against a fraudulent recruiter? If not, 

how can they be set up? How can such claims be effectively enforced? Equally to the 

individual enforcement of labour rights with the support of advisory services such as the 

BEMA, there must be rights deriving from recruitment and a (transnational) structure to 

effectively enforce them. The aim is to hold recruiters responsible for unfair and fraudulent 

practices.  

2. How can we set up transnational reporting structures on fraudulent recruitment? We often 

observe companies recruiting in countries of origin via the internet for jobs with obviously 

illegal working conditions. However, they continue to do so, even if we take legal action due 

to labour rights infringements against them in Germany. There needs to be a way to link 

observations on fraudulent recruitment in countries of destination with the competent 

authorities in the countries where the recruitment took place. This reporting structure could 

function similarly to the EU Internal Market Information System (IMI), that (among others) 

serves for the communication of authorities concerning the posting of workers, e.g., for 

inquiries on the posting company.  

3. Basically, we find that there still is very little awareness and knowledge of the damage 

caused by unfair recruitment, including the costs involved. There is an urgent need to raise 

awareness of how problematic recruitment structures can be. This applies especially to 

authorities who are responsible for the admission of foreign workers, e.g., in seasonal 

work/agriculture or in the care sector. The protection of migrant workers against fraudulent 

recruitment should be a cross-cutting issue for all labour migration policies. 

4. How can the experiences of workers be used to make the recruitment market more 

transparent? As an example, the Migrant Recruitment Advisor (MRA 

https://www.recruitmentadvisor.org/) allows migrant workers to review their recruitment 

experiences and to rate their recruitment agency allowing others to profit from their good or 

bad experiences. This initiative, run by the ITUC since 2018, is currently limited to certain 

migration pathways and must be expanded also for labour migration within and into 

European countries.  

5. How to strengthen the obligation to provide information? Better information on working 

conditions in the destination country should be available (e.g. seasonal work: employment 

contracts, model employment contracts, clear and transparent regulations on costs, 

comprehensive information must already be provided to migrant workers before departure)  

6. How to establish reliable recruitment structures? in Germany, many workers are currently 

being needed in the meat industry because subcontracting has been banned. Therefore, the 

state of North Rhine-Westphalia is currently launching a model recruitment project involving 

the Federal Employment Agency and the EURES network, but also advisory services; 

employers are to be involved in order to hire workers from the placement. 

7. How can licensing of recruitment agencies become mandatory? We need regulation and 

better monitoring of agencies and recruitment at least in all EU countries. For example, a 

https://www.recruitmentadvisor.org/
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new regulation in Rumania stipulates that for international recruitment, the recruitment 

must be reported to the National Labour Inspectorate, employment contracts must be in 

two languages and also be submitted the Labour Inspectorate. 

 

For any comments and discussion please contact: 

Philipp Schwertmann 

Dept. Migration and Decent Work 

Arbeit und Leben DGB/VHS Berlin-Brandenburg e.V. 

Schwertmann@berlin.arbeitundleben.de  
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